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The Leader’s Line          By President Gene Rivers  

 

Greetings South Sound Fly Fishers, 

 

I was catching fish last week.  I caught fish trolling early in the morning.  The intermediate 

sinking line was working.  The floating line was also working.  I caught several varieties of 

spiny rays and a couple trout trying various retrieves and various wet fly patterns.  I’m not 

sure why I decided to change to a dry fly because it was early, obviously before the hatch 

and it was a cold morning for summer.   
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Boom, a nice trout hit the dry fly on the first cast.  Nice fish I thought, not sure what it was 

doing hitting a dry so early and when it was so cold.  Also there was no hatch, no rising fish.  

So this fish was clearly crazy.   

I cast again.  It was a horrible cast and I realized I needed to retrieve the line and cast 

again.  Bang!!  No time to strip the line in.  Another trout, bigger than the first, took the 

humpy again before I had any chance to make a “good cast”.  As I released the fish I noticed 

a wind knot in my leader tippet.  

I knew I needed to change the tippet.  I knew I needed to dress the now soggy humpy which 

had taken two fish.  I knew the combination of the wind knot and the soggy undressed dry 

fly wouldn’t catch anything.   

I half heartedly cast the fly once more, knowing I needed to replace the leader tippet and 

change to a fresh fly.  Another nice fish, the largest of the three exploded on the humpy as 

it hit the water.  I took a picture and released the fish. Twenty five minutes had passed 

since the first fish exploded on the dry fly. 

It was now time to leave.  I had other things I had to do that day but I knew I could come 

back two days later. 

Two days later I returned.  Fish were rising.  There was a nice hatch.  It was warm. I knew I 

would do well with dry flies because conditions were ideal.  The reality was I had no action 

on dry flies that day even though I whipped the water to a fine froth with my casting.  I did 

catch two fish.  They were nice fish.  I caught them both on wet flies.  Go figure. 
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The moral of this story is that only the fish know why they do what they do on a given day.  

Fishing is an inexact science.  My favorite month to fish is September but so far the summer 

fishing has been good.  June was good.  July has been very good so far. If you haven’t gotten 

out I encourage you to do so. 

See you on Tuesday July 18, at the meeting. 

 

Gene 

 

 

 

President Gene Dry Fly Fishing 
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The July Program   By Don Freeman Program Chair 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Greetings SSFF Members, 

 

This month the meeting is July 18, and the board has decided to offer a DIY activity.  Due to 

the interest level of the casting help being offered by own in house experts, the service will 

be expanded, taking advantage of the nice weather.  

We will meet first inside to catch up on club business, and then adjourn to the back lawn.  

Bring your own equipment that you want coaching on as that is what you will be using most.   

I will also bring some heavier rigs as I’ve found that learning the double haul comes easier 

when you can really feel the load.  I’ll also bring some integrated shooting heads on fast rods 

so members can get a feel for distance casting if you’ve not tried this option before.   

Only very limited success can be achieved when spey casting on the grass, but feel free to 

bring yours if you’re looking for a head start with that skill. 

 

Tight Lines, 

Don 
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Outing Reports     By Jim McAllister-Outings Chair 

 

Forward Cast – July 

 

 

 

 

The last couple of months we headed for the lakes – Nahwatzel, and 
Scott and our members really impressed each other as South Sound Fly 
Fishers. (Not just casters.) 

When we polled the membership a couple of months ago it was about 
half-and-half. Half of the members favored lake fishing and half are 

interested in fishing rivers and streams. So for July our outing will be to the Satsop River.  

Date: Saturday, July 22 – the Saturday after our meeting.  

Meet-Up: 8:00 am Haggen (Top Foods) parking lot. Haggen is on the Olympia west side at the 
intersection of Black Lake Blvd and Cooper Point Road. It’s just off the 101 at the Black Lake 
off ramp. Let’s meet in the front parking lot facing the entrance, but away from the store. A 
little roadway runs along the parking lot on that side. Look for a US mail box, and we’ll be 
out of the way of the market traffic.  

If you need a morning caffeine fix there’s a new Starbucks next to the Haggen parking lot, or 
Mickey Dee’s if you prefer their morning blends. 

While driving that stretch of highway this weekend I had the opportunity to survey the 
Satsop. There is a boat launch, and you could use your kayak or pontoon boat. The last 
couple of lake trips I brought my spare rowboat, but no one took advantage of it. I won’t 
plan on bringing it this trip to the Satsop unless I hear from you.   

We’ll discuss more about the trip at the meeting Tuesday, July 18th . See you at the meeting 
and/or at Haggen’s parking lot on July 22nd .   

 

Tight Lines,  

Jim  
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The Back Cast – June Outing Fishing Report 

 

SSFF Anglers and Boats at the  Scott Lake Outing 

Dateline: Scott Lake 

The June 24th SSFF outing was excellent.  Good weather, good comradery and good fishing 

all combined to make it a good outing.   A big thank you goes to Jim McAllister for hosting 

the outing at this private lake.   

Jim explained how to fish this lake effectively and generally took good care of the SSFF 

members.  Thank you Jim for another great outing! 

 

Some of the SSFF Members at the Scott Lake Outing 
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THE SOAPBOX    

BY Don Freeman      Conservation and Political chair    

  

 

 

 

Greetings, 

The last minute efforts by our state legislature kept our state parks and fisheries open for 

the season.  So we can go about keeping our summer outdoor plans, especially if we keep 

reasonable expectations.   

Salmon returns appear to be modestly better than forecast for some runs. The Lower 

Columbia, which was due to close July 7th has been reopened until July 31st.  A new, higher 

projection of this year's summer chinook return allowed fishery managers from Washington and 

Oregon to reopen the fishery below Bonneville Dam after closing the season early last week. 

Based on the latest projection, 74,100 adult summer Chinook will return to the Columbia 
this year.  This is up from 63,100 anticipated at the start of the season. As a result, the 
catch guideline for the recreational fishery has increased by 1,290 fish, said Ron Roler, a 
Columbia River fishery manager for the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW). 

If you plan to participate in this fishery, make sure you have your Columbia River 

Endorsement along with your tags.  This requirement also affects other streams including 

the Cowlitz and the Toutle.  Check the regulations online for emergency changes before 

making the drive.  

 If you’re looking for something even closer, some Chinook are already being caught in 

Marine Area 13.  This is a boating fishery.   I’ve participated in this Puget Sound fishery on 

and off over the years by going out early as possible when there is a slack morning tide, as 

the best King bite is often at the very crack of dawn.   Our best success has been jigging the 

slack tides at whichever location the fish hold up in from year to year.  Best places to start 

include the Nisqually Delta (toss in a few crab pots) close to the mouth, especially right 

around “the Green Can” which isn’t there anymore.  Next is the drop off by Johnson’s Point 

and a perennial favorite is “Little Fish Trap” near Zangles’ Cove.  I haven’t seen much action 

just off Burfoot Park in recent years, but when they keg up there, I have my best success. 
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Once the sun comes up and the currents make vertical presentations impossible, break out 

the five and six weights to chase sea run cutthroat, keeping in mind that as the water 

temperatures rise in the summer.  The fish are stressed by being caught, so use heavier 

tippets and limit your catch and release numbers. 

Last month I was invited along to hook and line sample the trout in the upper Nisqually by 

James Losee of WDFW with his team studying the rainbow trout and steelhead populations. 

This fishery has been closed to steelhead angling for around 30 years now.  The biologists 

conducting the “Native Mykiss” study are our friends at Fish and Wildlife who have been 

studying sea run cutthroat for the last several years and presenting their findings at our 

general SSFF meetings.  

There are several questions about the population that they are trying to answer:  first of 

course being how well the population is recovering from the crucial low numbers that 

necessitated closing the fishery in the 1980’s.  They survey the drainage for spawning 

activity by floating the river once a week during spawning season, counting redds and 

occasionally spotting fish on their nests.  The results from this method vary greatly, 

depending on the actual returns, and of course the weather.   Last year (winter of 2015-

2016) was nearly ideal for steelhead, and a record two thousand redds were counted 

including the mainstream and tributaries.  Last winter was not ideal.  High flows, meaning 

extreme high flows prevented the surveys from taking place for most of the season.  When 

the flows finally dropped the biologists were only able to identify around three hundred 

redds, many in deeper water than had ever been previously observed.  Under these 

conditions, anadromous fish will generally go higher into the hills into smaller tributaries, 

where they could not be counted this year.  We’ll cross our fingers for their reproductive 

success. 

Another part of the study seeks to learn why some fish stay in the river as resident rainbow 

trout and why other choose to leave their natal waters to swim to the ocean and return as 

steelhead.  Genetically, this appears to be the same population of Oncorhynchus mykiss, yet 

some choose anadromy and others stay home.  There are lots of theories of why this is, but 

so far, we don’t know the real reason.  The two biggest variables are food and habitat of 

course.  Could more fry be washed far from their spawning places so continue on to the 

ocean?  Maybe.  Is lack of food for the hatched population motivation to swim to Russia?  

Could be.   

The point is there is no real answer yet, so each year I get to tag along for a day or two to 

catch trout which are then measured and sexed with scales and fin clips taken to compare 

age, sizes and to further compare populations year to year.  
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It is possible to determine if a given fish comes from anadromous stock, but requires killing 

the animal to study the otolith, a small bone in the inner ear.  Relative amounts of certain 

heavy metal will indicate whether a fishes’ mother was a steelhead or not, but since this is 

an expensive and lethal test, it is not conducted regularly. 

Our results on the sampling session were quite different than last year.  First, we went 

nearly a month later in the year due to high flows.  One anomaly was that in our boat, fully 

1/3 of the trout caught were cutthroat.  We used several sampling methods to minimize bias 

for feeding on insects or other fish.  We would expect cutthroat (clarki) to eat baitfish more 

than rainbows, as they more often prefer other fish, while Mykiss eat more bugs.  The other 

three biologists were fishing streamers, while I was nymphing a combo of big stonefly 

nymphs with a size 16 trailer, yet I caught the same ratio of cutthroats as rainbow as the 

streamer anglers.  Some of these clarki had coloration indicating that they came from salt 

water.  Last year only one cutthroat was encountered among sixty samples.  This has been 

classified as a head scratcher. 

The fish were all smaller this year as well.  Nine inch rainbows were found to be the average 

size of spawning adults.  The mean size has been smaller the last couple of years, following 

reduced pink salmon returns.  The scientists are speculating that after a big pink run, the 

resident fish and steelhead fry grow larger.  Not only is there an obvious increase in feed 

from eggs and flesh, but the macro invertebrates (bugs, crayfish, scuds, etc) thrive on this 

bonanza for a season or more.  This food source is less abundant following a poor return as 

in 2015, which may account for fluctuations in the size of the wild populations. 

I hope this information is of interest to our members.  Most of this is early data is academic 

to our members since the sections of the Nisqually being sampled are closed to the public, 

but the future of steelhead recovery is the underlying objective of these studies.  I find it 

exciting that the work is being done so close to home.  I also am reporting this to assure 

SSFF club members that I take my responsibility as Conservation Chair seriously enough to 

inconvenience myself by fishing closed water for native trout with my son and his friends.  I 

even took my new 13’ river boat for a maiden voyage in the name of science.  It worked 

well, thank you. 

 

 

Best regards, 

Don Freeman 
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Fly Tying Class * 

Signups are now open for an Intermediate Level Fly tying Class taught by Janet Schimpf, professional fly tyer.  

Janet has taught a class for our club on numerous occasions and always does an outstanding job. 

Class size is limited and will be open to the public.  Club members wishing to reserve a spot should mail your 

check made out to SSFF to PO Box 2792, Olympia, WA 98507.  Payment can also be made at Club meetings, 

cash or check only, the club does not take credit cards.  The only way to reserve a spot is with a prepaid 

reservation. 

Cost is $90 for SSFF members and $100 for non club members. 

Dates for the class are Monday Oct. 2, 9, 16 and 23, 2017.  There are no Monday night Seahawks games on 

these nights. The classes will run from 6:30 to 8:30pm and will be held at the Olympia Community Center Room 

102.  The Community Center is located at 222 Columbia St. NW, Olympia, WA 98501. 

Participants will need to provide their own fly tying tools but all materials for the flies that are taught in class 

will be provided by the instructor.  The Instructor limits the size of the class, so to assure a spot a paid 

reservation is highly recommended—don’t wait. 

*  Titanic Bass Fly tied by Jay Paulson     Photo by Gene Rivers 
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Membership            by VP Randy Allen, Acting Membership Chair 

 

 
 

Please welcome our newest members to the Club! 

 

Who’s New in SSFF 

 

You’ll notice our new attempt to run a photo of new members. Some are repeats, but we just now 
captured their photos. Please welcome our new members next time you see them! 

 

 

 

Don Alexander – joined us at the June meeting. Don is interested in fishing for trout, salmon, 
steelhead, and coastal cutthroat. He spends part of the year in Canada; with all of his fishing 
opportunities and experiences we’re fortunate to have Don with us. At the recent outing to Scott 
Lake Don quietly launched his pontoon boat and showed us how a newcomer to Scott could fish 
it as well as our experienced lakeside resident! Nice fishing, Don – and welcome to the club! 
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RL Erion (yes – everyone calls him by his initials) joined a couple months ago, and returned in 
June, slowing long enough for a quick camera shot. He’s interested in our education programs, 
so we’ll want RL to meet Wayne Dixon, and Ben Dennis who are active in our training. When 
fishing he goes after trout, salmon, steelhead, and coastal cutthroat.  

 

 

 

 

Rick Davidson - joined after participating in our casting demos at Cabela’s a couple of months 
ago. He impressed us with his 40- foot indoor accuracy casts. (Rick – were you the one who hit 
the 2-inch sprinkler on the ceiling?) If it swims Rick wants to land it: bottom fish, bass, 
steelhead, trout, salmon, and coastal cutthroat. Rick, we’ll connect you to Don Freeman for your 
interests in conservation, and we’ll introduce you to Wayne Dixon and Ben Dennis for 
education, and Jim McAllister for outings.  

 

Randy 
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Fly Fishing Stories                By Kevin Ryan 

 

WHY THE CLUB MATTERS 

 Dale Sweeney was an old-time guy – no nonsense, blunt, 

honest, generous, and a solid friend.  Maybe, he was the kind 

of guy that is in short supply these days.  He was an officer in 

the Washington State Patrol and, later, owned his own real 

estate brokerage.  He lived modestly, but well.  He and some 

friends eventually purchased the Meadow Lake Fishing Camp in the Kamloops country of 

British Columbia.  For several years in the 1970’s he used to offer a one week, expenses 

paid, stay at the Camp to the members of the Club who had caught the biggest salmon, the 

biggest steelhead, and the biggest trout of the year. Of course, be advised that a day at the 

Camp, with lodging, meals and fishing boats fetched the princely sum of $25.00. 

Dale liked to make several trips a year to Meadow Lakes.  He used to fish those lakes with 

the new- fangled graphite rods and broke several eight weights on those big Kamloops 

rainbows.  To his eternal chagrin, Orvis stopped honoring their rod warranties because, Dale 

reported, they didn’t believe him about the size and power of those fish.  Of course, Dale 

was one of our more truthful members. 

In the late 1970’s, John Daly and I were heading up to Meadow Lake Camp for a few days.  

Dale wasn’t feeling well, and we went to see him at his home.  He was resting in bed.  We 

offered to take him with us, because we knew he yearned to be there.  He refused to go 

because he feared that if he might become ill and would need to come home before the 

week was over.  We told him we didn’t care; we would bring him home and be glad to do it.  

He refused.  He said, “Boys, I will not be the cause of spoiling your fishing.  You work hard 

and deserve your chance.  I have had mine”.  We pressed him: “What is ailing you, Dale?  

Are you getting better?”  He replied: ”Boys,  what I have, there is no cure for.”  “What is 

that, Dale?”  “Old age”, he replied.  He passed on a few months later.  Every time I cast a 

Doc Spratley or a Carey Special on those lakes, I remember Dale. 

It is those memories and experiences that make membership and participation in the club 

worth the price of admission. 

Kevin 

(Editors note: The most cherished award presented periodically by SSFF  is the “Dale Sweeney Award.” 
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   Club Bulletin Board 

Puget Sound Fly   Fishers  Fair is Coming July 29th 2017 

It is less than a few weeks to go to the 60th Anniversary of PSFF.  The PSFF Fly Fishing Fair is 

shaping up to be a great event. They have 13 presentations scheduled including techniques 

for catching tiger muskie presented by Mike Sturza, topwater tactics with Leland Miyawaki, 

open water cutthroat skills by Bob Triggs, introduction to fly fishing with Rueben Lamphere, 

fly fishing photography brought to you by Carol Ann Morris, BC steelhead with April Vokey, 

panfishing for everyone with WDFW’s Bruce Bolding, tuna on the fly with Anil Srivistava, 

stillwater tactics with Skip Morris, smallmouth fly fishing featuring David Paul Wiliams, new 

and exciting information about Coastal Cutthroat Trout thanks to WDFW’s James Losee, and 

kayak fishing in Puget Sound with Justin Waters.   

Topics are designed to cover all interest and skill levels from fresh brand-new beginner to the 

seasoned angler. One of the most rewarding elements of fly fishing is that you can always add 

to your skill set and you reset your game. Ask yourself if there is a species you haven’t chased, 

a technique you need help with, a style of fly fishing you haven’t tried yet. Be sure to save 

July 29, 2017 on your calendar to attend the celebratory event.   

The PSFF Silent Auction will have fly fishing related items and aome items of general interest 
since not all attendees will be fly fishers. Items could be spa services, Bed & Breakfast stays, 
group meals at a nice restaurant, one day trips, hosted boat rides for a small party, unique 
products and services.       See you there Saturday July 29th.  

 

 Photo courtesy of Howard Nanto 
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Meeting Night Activities   In summer and fall months all club members are invited to  

casting practice on the back lawn of the fire station before all club meetings.  Doors are 

open at 5:30 and fly tiers are welcome to demonstrate how to tie some of their favorite 

patterns to other members.  

SSFF will present a two hour class titled “Introduction to Fly Fishing” at the Olympia 

Center on September 18th.  The class is part of  “Experience It” offered by Olympia 

Parks, Art and Recreation Department for adults.  More information will be coming soon.  

Steelhead license plate available for purchase Steelhead specialty plates 

are available for sale.  Revenue generated from plate sales will be used by the Washington 
Department Fish and Wildlife to help support activities critical to conserving populations of 
native steelhead.  

The initial price of special wildlife-themed background plates ranges from $54 to $72 
depending on the vehicle, in addition to the regular license fees.  For more information on 
how to purchase a steelhead license plate, please visit the Washington Department of 
Licensing website at http://www.dol.wa.gov/vehicleregistration/specialdesign.html 

Important Notice:   Coastal Cutthroat Trout Volunteers Needed 

The WDFW Coastal Cutthroat trout initiative is looking for stream volunteers to count 

redds in local streams.  Call Bill Young 360-426-8416, if you are interested in 

volunteering to help further the scientific study of these fish in the South Sound. 
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Please... 

Do not park in the Fire Station’s main driveway during SSFF meetings.  If 
parking spaces in front of the fire Station are full please use the parking 
areas behind the building.  

http://www.dol.wa.gov/vehicleregistration/specialdesign.html


 

  

FLY OF THE MONTH 

Western Coachman 

Written and Photographed By: Kit Seaton 

Creator: Buz Buszek 

Guest Tier: Wayne Luallen 

 

Hook: Daiichi 1550 #10-20 

Thread: Flymaster Black 6/0  

Tail: Golden Pheasant Tippet  

Rib: Small Gold Wire  

Body: Peacock Herl, 2-4 strands  

Wing: White Deer Hair  

Hackle: Brown Hen or Indian Neck  

Tying Steps 

 

Step 1 

Place the hook in the vice. 
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Step 2 

Wayne uses a reverse jam hitch at the bend and wraps up 2 thirds of the hook toward the eye. This 

ensures that there is fewer thread wraps that result in a lighter fly. 

 

Step 3 

Tie in 8-12 Golden Pheasant Tippet barbs for a tail. The tail should be the length of the hook shank. 

 

Step 4 

Tie in the wire on the near side of the hook. 
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Step 5 

Tie in the peacock herl at the bend of the hook and wrap the thread forward to the same point as 

before. 

 

Step 6 

Wrap the peacock herl forward to the meat the thread, tie it in and cut off the excess. 

 

Step 7 

Counter wrap the wire through the peacock herl, tie it down and cut off the excess. 
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Step 8 

Tie the brown or furnace hen hackle in by the tip and make several wraps (5), tie down and cut off 

excess. To make an extremely clean fly, fold the feather before tying it in.  

 

Step 9 

Stack a small clump of deer hair half the diameter of a pencil and trim to a length that when tied in 

will reach the end of the hook. Tie the butt ends in and wrap through the ends. 

 

Step 10 

Whip finish, cut the tread and add head cement. 

Please note: The demonstration you are viewing makes no claim, implied or otherwise, that the 

presenter or demonstrator of the fly pattern was the original creator of the fly. This is the guest 

tyer's version of this fly and it may differ from the creator's or other versions and variations. 

SSFF wishes to thank FFI for producing FOTM and sharing of this pattern 
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South Sound Fly Fishers 

OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, CHAIRS & Meeting Information 

President: Gene Rivers  acu4pets@hotmail.com 

Vice President: Randy Allen  randyandcarol2@gmail.com 

Past President: Don Freeman donfreeman74@gmail.com 

Secretary:  Wayne Dixon Sr.  wkdixon@gmail.com 

Treasurer:  David Field    d_w_field@hotmail.com  & Jim Maus   jimmaus@comcast.net 

Director at Large:  Ben Dennis  flyrodranch@comcast.net 

Conservation:  Don Freeman donfreeman74@gmail.com 

Education:  Wayne Dixon Sr. wkdixon@gmail.com & Max Doerge   mdoerge@live.com 

Fundraising:  John Sabo  chrisonquince@comcast.net 

Membership:  Vacant  (Randy Allen Acting)  randyandcarol2@gmail.com 

Outings:  Jim McAllister Jimspackmule@msn.com 
 

Programs: Don Freeman donfreeman74@gmail.com 

Webmaster Contact: d_w_field@hotmail.com 

The Garden Hackle Newsletter:  Dave Field   d_w_field@hotmail.com 

WEB SITE: www.southsoundflyfishers.org 

US Mail Address:  SSFF,  PO BOX 2792, Olympia, WA 98507 

Club Meetings are held the third Tuesday of every month except December.  Doors open at 

5:30PM with the meeting starting at 7:00pm.  Board meetings are held on the first Tuesday of 

every month starting at 6:00 pm. All regularly scheduled meetings are held at the North Olympia 

Fire Station, 5046 Boston Harbor Road NE, Olympia WA. USA. 
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